PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

The AXXIS™ Logger is a small, robust unit that is used to scan each detonator connector and allocate a delay period to that connector.

The unit has a touch screen interface and a numeric keypad for entering detonator firing time values and connector IDs (should this be necessary if a connector has been damaged). The AXXIS™ Logger can be used directly to programme delays by blasters, but can also be used in conjunction with BLASTMAP III™.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

VOLTAGE
9 volt Li-ion rechargeable battery

BATTERY LIFE
15 hours continuous room temperature operation

BATTERY CHARGING
4 to 4.5 hours to full charge

OPERATING TEMPERATURE RANGE
-30 to +60 °C

STORAGE
-40 to +70 °C

SHOCK
MIL-STD-810F, Method 503.4

LOGGING MODES
Manual / increments / double prime / BLASTMAP III™ Downloads

USER INTERFACE
Touch screen and numeric keys

COMMUNICATIONS INTERFACE
USB port